POWER SHUT DOWN

Panaji, September 16, 2019
Bhadra 25, 1941

A power shut down has been arranged on September 18, 2019 at 11 KV Nerul feeder to carry out urgent maintenance works between 9.00 a.m. to 5.00 p.m. The areas affected are Shantadurga temple, Aframent Waddo, PWD tank, Unity hall-Verem, Verem Football Ground, Gajinkar Building and surrounding areas.

Similarly on September 19, 2019 at 11KV Betim feeder to carry out maintenance work and tree cutting between 9.00 a.m. to 5.00 p.m. The areas affected are Pragati High School, Verem Market, Hanuman temple, Khegdevelim, Navy Jetty, Betim and surrounding areas.

Similarly on September 20, 2019 at 11KV Nerul feeder to carry out maintenance work and tree cutting between 9.00 a.m. to 5.00 p.m. The areas affected are Maime, Coco Beach, Danda Wada, Firenge Bhat, Nerul Ground, Rita Bar/Rest, Modi DTC and surrounding areas.
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